Soft Case Instructions
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Getting Aquainted
1. The Soft Case can be used in two different configurations:

Thank you for your purchase of the Traveler

Full-Fold

Half-Fold

The smallest configuration for
easy loading/un-loading

Convenient for wheeling
around or when space isn’t at
a premium.

Soft Case!

This manual assumes familiarity with the Traveler
folding process. For instructions on folding your
Traveler please refer to the Traveler Folding
Guide: www.terratrike.com/traveler.php

2. Remove Soft Case from packaging. Find wheel covers, handle
bar covers, and shoulder strap in the side pocket.

Scan this with your smartphone
to watch the Soft Case video!
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Half-Fold
1. Fold the main tube of your Traveler, taking care to place your
pedals in the proper location. Note: Remove tie rod and place in
internal sleeve if doing full fold.

3. Install narrow end of Soft Case around the main tube hinge
and zip both sides closed.

2. Unzip the Soft Case and position the Traveler over the top of
it as shown.
4. Tilt the trike, lifting the chainring guard off the ground. Ensure
pedals are positioned as shown for best fit. Note: Pedal position
becomes absolutely critical for booms set to “long”.
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5. Pull up the two large sides of the Soft Case around the
crankset and pedals. Zip to close.

6. Fasten the two halves of the Soft Case together along the
Velcro seam. This completes the main tube fold.

Full-Fold (Continuation from Half-Fold)
1. Slide handlebar covers around grip and brake lever with loop
Velcro facing up, secure with hook Velcro strap.

2. Fold the outriggers and gently lower the trike to the ground. If
needed, unzip the sides of the case slightly to access the hinges.
Lay the neoprene flaps of the Soft Case underneath the hinges to
avoid damage.

Note: This completes the Half-Fold. Store the unused soft case
parts in the side pocket.
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3. Install the elastic wheel covers over the wheels. Ensure the
strap slot does not line up with a spoke or valve stem.

5. Connect the neoprene flaps to the Velcro protecting the
outrigger hinges.

4. Fold the left wheel up first, bringing the wheels together;
thread the Velcro wheel strap (supplied with Traveler) through
both wheel covers and back onto itself.

6. Connect the shoulder strap (optional) to aid in carrying the trike.*

* Take great care when lifting or moving trike. Find a partner to
assist as needed.
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“Adventure is worthwhile in itself.”
- Amelia Earhart

It’s the perfect summer day, so ideal that you
know staying indoors would be a downright
shame. But what is there to do?

For the TerraTrike owner, the answer is always:
get out and ride. TerraTrikes have revolutionized
the cycling industry and opened the doors for
people who never thought they’d enjoy cycling.

We can’t wait for you to join them.
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4460 40th St. SE
Grand Rapids MI 49512
800-945-9910
www.TerraTrike.com
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